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HCD’s team of specialist sight-seeing chauffeurs have the 
highest degree of road knowledge, venue information 
and communication skills. All sight-seeing tours are 
pre-planned and pre-agreed with you, with the most
efficient and scenic route always selected for all trips, it efficient and scenic route always selected for all trips, it 
will be a day to remember for all the right reasons. Extras 
such as high quality chocolates and champagne are also 
available for those extra special occasions. HCD will in 
most cases provide multi-lingual chauffeurs in any
language that is preferred and your chauffeur will give a 
commentary on the key spots in your chosen itinerary. 

HCD are a corporate-specific service handling numerous 
firms in the Banking, Finance, Pharmaceuticals,
Technology, Law and Fashion sectors. All HCD vehicles 
are 3 years of age, fully serviced, maintained and loaded 
and most vitally, always in immaculate condition. Our 
chauffeur selection is extremely stringent – HCD only
employs well-trained, polite and affable chauffeurs. employs well-trained, polite and affable chauffeurs. 
Multi-passenger corporate entertaining and meetings on 
the go are handled with HCD’s range of long wheel based 
models featuring panoramic seating enabling delegates/-
passengers to face one another across a centric table 
with access to mobile phone charge points as well as 
powered cool boxes.

HCD excels in the field of Event Transportation, logistics and 
co-ordinating large-scale events. HCD handles Christmas
parties, large-scale delegations, conferences, as well as major 
sporting events all around the UK. With over 150+ registered 
vehicles, and a plethora of people carriers as well as
Mercedes corporate minibuses, HCD can handle events of up Mercedes corporate minibuses, HCD can handle events of up 
to 5,000 passengers, with 100% service levels. HCD has over 
the years handled major events for major clients such as 
Dulux, Walgreens Boots Alliance, The Special Events company 
and have sponsored charitable organisations such as
Soldiering On For Life by handling all of the travels aspect in 
the annual awards.

HCD provides airport transfers to all the major London 
airports, including Heathrow, Gatwick, London City, Luton 
and Stansted, as well as all FBO's such as Biggin Hill,
Farnborough and Northolt. We offer a reliable and
consistent airport service 24/7/365. Offering the finest 
highly trained chauffeurs and cars across London with
extensive knowledge of the roads, equipped with the extensive knowledge of the roads, equipped with the 
latest hi-tech navigation GPS systems. All routes and
traffic levels are studied and monitored by HCD control 
room to actively inform chauffeurs of alternative routes. 
Bookers/passengers are also given access to live tracking 
of their designated chauffeur for the entire duration of 
any transfer.



The Mercedes E-Class chauffeur car is the perfect
executive level chauffeur vehicle for all types of executive level chauffeur vehicle for all types of 
business trips and airport transfers. With its elegant 
design, supreme comfort, innovative technology 
and dynamic styling makes the E-Class the perfect 
choice as an executive chauffeur car for business 
travel and airport transfers. The E-Class packs 
safety, luxury and style into one very affordable 
packagepackage

The chauffeur driven S-Class has cemented its posi-
tion as the premier car in its class. A vehicle that sets 
the standard when it comes to quality, comfort and 
technological standards. With its new shape design 
and the very highest levels of comfort, seat back and 
enjoy the sumptuous ride. This is a true leader in 
luxury Motoring. HCD Chauffeur Drive is proud to 
offer the New Shape Mercedes S-Class as a part of our offer the New Shape Mercedes S-Class as a part of our 
chauffeur driven cars fleet.

The huge in-cabin space, large luggage compartment 
along with every conceivable extra makes the V-Class 
a versatile chauffeur-driven vehicle and a popular 
choice for chauffeur driven executive travel and
airport transfers as well as luxury chauffeur driven airport transfers as well as luxury chauffeur driven 
event Hire. More than just a people carrier – whatever 
the occasion, the Mercedes V-class chauffeur driven 
MPV will give your party the space and flexibility to 
work, entertain or relax in impeccable safety and 
comfort.

Mercedes-Benz Luxury Mini Bus/Coach we can offer 
from 14, 16 and 19 seater options with extras such as 
reclining luxury leather seating, panoramic windows, 
centric workstation with panoramic seating and the 
usual Mercedes-Benz refinements. Our VIP 
mini-coaches are ideal for transporting executives to 
events, functions and roadshows. Perfect for business 
and pleasure, or corporate training on the go.and pleasure, or corporate training on the go.



SERVICE
FEATURE SUMMARY
Highly trained chauffeurs with extensive knowledge of the 
roads. All chauffeurs/vehicles are equipped with GPS naviga-
tion, iPad or tablet devices to check 
alternative routes from origination address to 
destination address and the ability to monitor real time traffic 
proles on all available routes.

All chauffeurs equipped with pre-installed software 
enabling unenabling unexpected or expected status changes on each 
and every job at the relevant stage. Notications emails au-
to-triggered to bookers (Personal assistant, secretary, booker) 
and also the passenger. It also helps the HCD control room to 
monitor the progress every trip to make the best operational 
decisions available at any given time so as to ensure the very 
highest service levels for all passengers on all work.

AAll vehicles stocked with mineral water and 
newspapers (optional extra). Front passenger seat always 
pushed forward to increase leg room and extra comfort for 
the lone passenger.

Systems are always pre-set with specic passenger 
ininformation/preferences relevant to the driver such as pas-
senger's preferred routes, preferred radio channel, preferred 
particulars such as particular chauffeur, type of mineral water, 
waiting point within airport terminals and all such details, are 
always recorded and all future work is continued with the 
same updated information to maximize passenger comfort.

Chauffeurs always courteous and helpful. They will always 
offer a helping hand in loading/unloading 
luggage. Chauffeur selection for HCD is extremely stringent 
— only well trained, experienced (Average 8 years chauffeur 
experience), polite and affable chauffeurs are engaged to 
work with HCD Chauffeur Drive.

AAll regular routes are studied by HCD management with dry 
runs to check alternative routes where traffic proles are built 
up and recorded at various times of the day for every day of 
the week as traffic proles are always different between the 
weekend and working days and during times of major city 
events such as marathons, royal weddings or international 
diplomatic visits.

**Traffic levels always monitored by the HCD Control Room to 
inform chauffeurs with information in relation to hotspots to 
avoid, alternative routes to take to reduce the duration for 
job completion. The HCD policy is to get every passenger to 
their destination as quickly and safely as possible and this 
may sometimes involve taking the longer distant alternative 
route but one that reduces the overall time towards our re-
quiquirement of the fastest and safest job completion status.

*All vehicles under 3 years of age and generally the newest 
shape vehicle in it’s class is always selected for all clients.
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OUR MISSION
If you travel, nothing can have a bigger impact on your life 
than travelling safely. A private chauffeur driven car gives 
you the freedom and control to make the most of your 
time.

YYou travel according to your own schedule and arrive at 
your destination refreshed and ready for the day's activities. 
The HCD approach to ground transportation is unique in 
terms of both nancial exibility (you don't have to employ 
a full-time chauffeur) and operational effectiveness. It is 
about capital efficiency as much as it is about safety and 
world-class service. It is about paying for what you need 
only whilst only whilst receiving the very highest service levels in the 
sector by choosing a rm that invests in its own profession-
al team of ground transport experts, eet and infrastruc-
ture. Our mission is to understand your needs, and then to 
offer a recommendation based on that understanding. With 
a eet size and range to suit all budgets, 
applications and events, we will have a programme that 
will suit your needs.




